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Maker Movement is a catalyst for innovation 
and entrepreneurship

► The Maker Movement enables every individual 
to invent and build hardware products 
themselves by having easy access to capabilities 
for designing, manufacturing, distributing and 
knowledge. (Neil Gershenfeld, MIT, 2012) 

► Today, many of these capabilities are hosted in 
Makerspaces. This are the places where the next 
great hardware products will occur. (Brian Krzanich, CEO of 
Intel, 2014)

Maker Movement

► Aim of this research is to identify, describe and 
structure Maker Movement elements. 

► Hardware entrepreneurs are questioned about their 
knowledge and usage of certain Maker Movement 
elements to clarify the concrete needs of Maker 
Movement elements that are offered within the 
ecosystem.

Research objective

Europe
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Rest of the world

1.500

1.000

500

Source: http://www.popsci.com/rise-makerspace-by-numbers, 02/23/16
Founding date

Number of Makerspaces worldwide
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The identification and classification of Maker Movement elements is based on several sources

Research Methodology

Is this element 
unknown/ known/ used?

1a. 

Literature review

1b. 

Internet search

1c. 
25 Makerspace 

visits in the USA, 
the EU and China

2.
Maker Movement elements are described, analyzed, and 

categorized according to similar roles and functions. The result 
of this step is the Maker Movement element system.

3.
Hardware entrepreneurs from academic Makerspaces are 
questioned on their usage of specific Maker Movement 

elements.
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A structure overview of the Maker Movement ecosystem

Maker Movement elements  A Maker Movement element is a 
collective term for comparable 
players such as companies, 
non-profit organizations or 
platforms, which fulfil similar 
roles within the Maker 
Movement ecosystem.

 Several elements are categorized 
in subsystems.

 In total 80 Maker Movement 
elements are documented, 
which are then synthesized and 
categorized in 
32 Maker Movement elements 
and 9 subsystems.Maker Movement element system

Subsystem

Element

Example
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(1/4) - Skills
Maker Movement element system Unknown Known Used

survey with 17 hardware startups, numbers indicate amount of nominations
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(2/4) - Infrastructure
Maker Movement element system Unknown Known Used

survey with 17 hardware startups, numbers indicate amount of nominations
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(3/4) – software & supply
Maker Movement element system Unknown Known Used

survey with 17 hardware startups, numbers indicate amount of nominations
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(4/4) – funding & feedback
Maker Movement element system Unknown Known Used

survey with 17 hardware startups, numbers indicate amount of nominations
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Checked through interviews with entrepreneurs in European’s academic Makerspaces
Usage of the Maker Movement element system

✚ Access to digital 
prototyping machines.

✚ Use of open-source 
electronic hardware.

✚ Gather knowledge through 
online blog that inspires, 
teaches skills, and helps to 
solve problems.

Most used
➖ Access to a micro factory 

epically for the assembly of a 
first batch is still scarcely 
known.

➖ Free and easy to setup 
simulation software.

➖ Databases to find other 
Maker’s facilities.

Not known
 Surprisingly, fairs such as 

MakerFairs are little used. 

 64% of Maker Movement 
elements are online and 
have no direct connection to 
a physical Makerspace.

Remarks

64%

36%

Online 
Maker Movement 
element

Offline 
Maker Movement 
element
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► All 25 of the Makerspaces visited in the field 
research can be classified based on the elements 
they offer, and then certain patterns can be 
identified. 

I. A classification of Makerspaces II. Initiators in setting up a new Makerspace

Maker Movement element system can be a 
valuable help for…

III. Visualization of Maker needs and  
operator offers/ services

► Maker Movement element system can also be used 
for visualization of functions offered within the 
Maker Movement.

► Hardware entrepreneurs can read through each 
element and if desired they can start using the 
element.

IV. Entrepreneurs who need support in product 
creation

► After defining the purpose and focus of the 
space, a selection of specific Maker Movement 
elements can be made to match the targets.
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Conclusion and next steps
► This research aims to identify, describe and define the structure of Maker Movement 

elements. First steps are made.

► Many of the identified elements play multiple roles in the product creation and in the Maker 
Movement ecosystem. Nevertheless, a clearly structured Maker Movement element system is a 
valuable help.

► Based on the interviewed hardware entrepreneurs time and cost in product creation can be 
saved through the use of several available Maker Movement elements. In addition, the quality 
of the final product can also be increased in some cases. 

► First insights in a clarification of the match between the needs of hardware entrepreneurs and 
the Maker Movement elements on offer are given.

► A continuing research project can attempt to visualize dependencies, interdependencies and 
interference between each Maker Movement element. Within the past few years, several 
hardware businesses have emerged successfully out of the Maker Movement environment and the 
chance to further prompt this development is given.
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